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Moments of Catchment Storm Area 
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The portion of a catchment covered by a stationary rainstorm is modeled by the common area of two 
overlapping circles. Given that rain occurs within the catchment and conditioned by fixed storm and 
catchment sizes, the first two moments of the distribution of the common area are derived from purely 
geometrical considerations. The variance of the wetted fraction is shown to peak when the catchment size 
is equal to the size of the predominant storm. The conditioning on storm size is removed by assuming a 
probability distribution based upon the observed fractal behavior of cloud and rainstorm areas. 

INTRODUCTION 

When estimating the disposition of storm rainfall on meso- 
scale land surfaces, whether it be for conventional catchment 
hydrology or for estimating grid square moisture fluxes in 
atmospheric general circulation models (GCMs), it is of criti- 
cal importance to account for the spatial variability of precipi- 
tation [Milly and Eagleson, 1982]. Various investigators, be- 
ginning perhaps with Lecam [1961] and led more recently by 
Waymire and Gupta [1981], have modeled the space-time 
structure of rainfall fields, but none has explicitly considered 
the variable of first-order importance in these problems, which 
is the fraction of the catchment or grid square covered by the 
rainstorm. 

Theories of flood frequency [e.g., Eagleson, 1972] yield dis- 
tributions conditioned upon the fraction of the catchment 
being wetted by the precipitation and thereby bypassing what 
is surely a major contributor to streamflow uncertainty in 
many catchments. Algorithms to estimate the short-term heat 
and moisture fluxes from the large grid element (104-105 km 2) 
of atmospheric GCM's make similar one-dimensional assump- 
tions [e.g., Hansen et al., 1983]. 

In response to these deficiencies we estimate here the uncer- 
tainty of the catchment area upon which rain actually falls. 
Perhaps the simplest situation is that of the stationary rain- 
storm. Eagleson [1984] has addressed this particular problem 
using the geometrically simple conceptualization shown in 
Figure 1. In Figure 1 the catchment area A c is represented by 
a circle of radius r c and the overall storm area A s by a circle of 
radius r s . We are interested here only in the case in which it 
rains on the catchment and will assume that this occurs when- 

ever the two circles overlap to give a nonzero catchment 
storm area Asc. Such an occurrence will define a "storm" in 
this work. Owing to patchiness in the storm structure, Asc may 
actually contain dry areas, and this is the subject of earlier 
work by Eagleson [1984]. Here we are interested in the prob- 
ability distribution of the overall area Asc. 

BACKGROUND 

Problems of estimating bomb damage led to a flurry of 
applied probabilistic effort during and immediately following 
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World War II on what was called the "coverage" problem. As 
formulated, this work required estimating the moments of the 
overlapping area of two geometrical planar figures of specified 
shape and size. The "target" was a stationary figure, repre- 
sented usually by a square, rectangle, or circle, on which an- 
other "covering" figure was randomly dropped to represent 
the damage area of an individual bomb. The center of the 
covering figure was given an assumed distribution, which was 
usually circularly normal, Poisson, or uniform, about the 
center of the target (the "aiming" point). 

Of particular importance is the work of Robbins [1944], 
who formulates (but does not solve) the problem in a general 
way that includes geometrical figures other than rectangles, 
squares, and circles and deals with cases where the number, 
position, and orientation of the covering figures may all be 
probabilistically variable. General analytical solutions to this 
problem are apparently not available, however. 

Garwood [1947] describes an unpublished industrial report 
(G. W. Morgenthaler, some target coverage problems, Rep. 
P-59-69. The Martin Company, Denver, Colorado, 1959) con- 
taining tables of the overlapping areas of squares and rectan- 
gles obtained using analog-integrating devices. Guenther and 
Terra•tno [1964] refer to a similar report for circular areas 
(The Rand Corporation, offset circle probabilities, Rand Rep. 
R-234, Computer Sciences Department, Santa Monica, Cali- 
fornia, 1952]. 

Garwood [1947] carried out laborious numerical compu- 
tations using five combinations of circles, rectangles, and 
squares for three relative geometries: A c/.A s = 5, 1.0, and 0.56. 
He used covering areas of fixed size and with Poisson spatial 
distribution, and he calculated the variance of the overlapping 
(i.e., "covered") area. His results, excerpted here in Table 1, 
indicate an insensitivity (of the second moment) to the particu- 
lar geometry of the overlapping figures. This supports our 
present idealization of both storm and catchment by the more 
analytically manageable circle. 

PROBLEM FORMULATION 

Given the storm radius, we will assume that its center is 
distributed uniformly over the disc of radius rc + rs centered 
at the catchment center. The conditional probability Pc[rlrc, 
rs] that a storm as defined herein is centered within r of the 
catchment center given rc and rs is therefore [Eagleson, 1984] 

Pc[rlrc, rs] = Pc = r2/(rs + rc) • (1) 
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and 
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\\\\ • //•7 and 
Fig. 1. Definition sketch for catchment storm area [Eagleson, 1984]. 

From the geometry of overlapping circles we can find 

As = g•(r, r c, rs) (2) 

or 

r = g2(Asc, re, rs) (3) 

The conditional probability that a storm has an area within 
the catchment equal to or greater than Asc given r s and r c is 
obtained from (1) and (3) as 

Pc[Asclrc, rs] = Pc = [g2(Asc, re, rs)/(rc + rs)] 2 (4) 

If we have the probability density function (pdf) of the storm 
radius f(rs), we can remove the dependence upon r s to obtain 
the more useful conditional probability 

Pc[Asc I rc] -; [g2(Asc, re, rs)/(rc + rs)]2f(rs) drs (5) 
Because in practice we are concerned with a particular catch- 
ment, rc is known, and we may alternatively write (5) as the 
marginal probability 

P[Asc(rc)] =; [g2(Asc, re, rs)/(rc + rs)]2f(rs) drs (6) 
CATCHMENT/STORM SCALE RELATIONSHIPS 

It is clear that the critical independent variable in this prob- 
lem is the catchment/storm size ratio, and it is well to have in 
mind the important range of this ratio. This is shown in 
Figure 2 where the relevant atmospheric phenomena have 
been sized according to the scale proposed by Orlanski [1975]. 
In this diagram the extreme catchment scale is that of the 
GeM grid [Hansen et al., 19833. The remainder of this scale, 
10 < Ac < 10 '• km 2, is somewhat arbitrarily chosen as the 
range of interest of most catchment hydrology. 

GEOMETRY OF OVERLAPPING CIRCLES 

We begin by considering the geometry of overlapping cir- 
cles using notation shown in Figure 3. The desired area of 
overlap Asc is composed of circles and circular sectors accord- 
ing to the four distinct cases illustrated. The common chord of 
these sectors is b, while the sector angles subtended by b in the 

catchment and storm circles are 0c and Os, respectively. The 
following definitions will prove convenient' 

/rs (7) 

X = {1 - [(1 + cz)P c + 1 -•z-]2/(4Pc)} 1/2 (8) 

where Pc is the probability defined in (1). 
From the geometry [Eshbach, 1936] 

Asc = «(rs20s + rc20c)- rb/2 

O s = 2 sin-• (b/2rs) = 2 sin- 1 X 

(9) 

(10) 

Oc = 2 sin-• (b/2rc)= 2 sin- • (X/•) (11) 

The key to the analytical development of this geometry is the 
normalization 

Asc Os + •20 c bPc •/2 
o• -- = (12) 

•(r s + re) 2 2n(1 + 002 (rs + re) 

We consider first the condition illustrated, rc > rs (i.e., 0• > 1). 

Case 1 

(re 2 -- rs2) 1/2 < r <_ rc + rs (13) 

• < Pc < 1 (14) 

or, using (1), 

and 

0 < Os < n (15) 

which yield 

• = {[sin-• X + •2 sin-• (X/•)]/(1 + •) 

- XPc•/2}/[n(1 + •)] (16) 

r = (re 2 - rs2) '/2 (17) 

Case 2 

or 

Pc - (18) 
•+1 

TABLE 1. Variance of A•c/A c for Poisson-Distributed Storms 
[from Garwood, 1947] 

E[A•/A,] 

A c/A s Geometry 0.25 0.50 0.75 

5 circle on square 0.0254 0.0303 0.0186 
circle on circle 0.0260 0.0310 0.0190 

square on square* 0.0252 0.0300 0.0182 
1.0 circle on square 0.0789 0.0964 0.0608 

circle on circle 0.0810 0.0983 0.0620 

square on square* 0.0781 0.0945 0.0593 
0.56 circle on square 0.1026 0.!262 0.0816 

circle on circle 0.1040 0.1281 0.0829 

square on square* 0.1002 0.1230 0.0790 

*Sides remain parallel and centerlines congruent. 
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Fig 2. Storm a•d catchmere scale •clatio•ships. 

and 

Os• • 

which yield 

co = [(;z/2) + o• 2 sin -• (1/00- (0• 2 - 1)•/2]/[•:(1 + •z) 2] 
Case 3 

or 

and 

r e -- r s < r < (rc 2 -- rs2) TM 

<Pc <• 
•z+l 

• < Os < 2• 

which yield 

co = {[n- sin-• X + 0• 2 sin-• (X/•z)]/(1 + •z) 

Case 4 

or 

and 

which yield 

(19) 

Case 1 

or 

0 < r _< 2r c (29) 

(20) 0 < Pc -< 1 (30) 
which yields 

(21) co = [sin -• X- XPc•/e]/(2n) (31) 

(22) 

(23) 

-- XPc'/2}/[n(1 + cz)] (24) 

0 < r < r c -- rs (25) 

0 < Pc -< (26) 
+ 

Os = 2n (27) 

co = 1/(1 + o02 (28) 

For the condition rc = rs (i.e., 0• = 1) we recognize two 
cases. 

Case 2 

r -- 0 (32) 

or 

which yields 

Pc = 0 (33) 

co = 1/4 (34) 

For the final condition r c < rs (i.e., • < 1) we use the sym- 
metry inherent in the problem. That is, we replace 0• in the 
above equations by 

l? = 1/• = rs/rc (35) 

The conditional probability Pc is plotted as a function of co 
in Figure 4 for various constant values of • or /1 > 1. The 
curves show that for large • or/1 there is a maximum value 
of co above which there is zero exceedante probability. This 
corresponds for • = re/rs to the case in which the storm lies 
entirely within the catchment or for /1 = rs/r c to the case in 
which the storm completely covers the ½atchment. 

CONDITIONAL MOMENTS OF CATCHMENT STORM AREA 

We see from (16), (24), and (31) along with (8) that it will not 
be possible to solve explicitly for the conditional probability 
Pc as was anticipated in (4) and (5). However, we can use the 
implicit relations co(Pcl•) derived above to find the con- 
ditional moments of Asc. From the definition of co (equation 
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CASE 1 

CASE 2 

CASE 3 

CASE 4 

Fig. 3. Geometry of overlapping circles, r s < r c. 

(12)) we can write 

= w(Pc dP½ 

and 

Expectation 

For • > 1 we use (16), (24), and (28) in (36) to write 

1 f(•- 1)/(•+ 1) + • In - sin- • X 
•2 •[(•- 1)/(•+ 1)]• 

+ • sin- • (X/•) 

-(1 + •)XP• xn] dP• 

+ • [sin- • X + • sin- • (X/•) 
•2 - 1)/(• + 1) 

-(1 + •)XP• •n] dP• 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

Defining a new variable 

X • -- XPc •/2 (39) 

and solving (8) and (39) explicitly for Pc as functions of X and 
X•, respectively, we may change variables in (38) to obtain 

VA•c 17cc 
.... q (• - 1) 2 sin -• X 

•2(• + 1) =•2 L(= + 1)•J 

+ - sin- • (X/oO d ' 
• (• + 1) z 

,1 + •z, fo•/"+" {--2[.2 - ,. + l,:XlZ] '/a } X• d, (40) 
•: (• + 1) z 

which yields 

•21 =1/(•+1) z •1 (41) 

Returning to dimensional variables [or a moment, (41) is 

E[A= I r., r.] =nr. 2/(r c/r. + 1)2 r. k r. (42) 

As argued before, if we had reversed notation at the start, we 
would have obtained 

EEA= I r•, r.3 =nr. 2Ars/r• + 1) 2 r. k r• (43) 

which normMizes to be identicM to (41). The final result for 
the conditional expectation for all • is thus 

I-A•c •] = 1)2 1/(•x + 
Equation (44) is plotted in Figure 5. 

l/ariance 

To utilize (37), we first calculate 

• = rc/r • (44) 

(45) 

1.0 - 
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Fig. 4. Conditional ½xcecdanc½ probability of a dimensionless 
catchment storm area. 
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Fig. 5. Conditional moments of the relative catchment storm area. 

For 0• > 1 we use (16), (24), and (28) in (45) to write 

A2 
1 ff•(•- ' )/(• + ')]2 - ø• ½ dP• 

1 I (•-')/(•+ ') [=- sin-' X + •2 sin-' (X/oO "[- 7•'•4 d[(• - 1)/(• + 1)]2 

[sin-• X + • sin-• (X/•) + • _ • )/(a + •) 
-- (1 + •)XP• •/2]: dP• (46) 

which becomes 

1 (or 2 + 3)(3ot 2 + 1) 
ot2(ot + 1)2 3/t 20t3(Ot + 1)2 

(or 2 + 1)(o• - 1)2 In ( 0•+1 

(or- 1) 2 •<' vc 2ota(ot + 1) ,,_ ,)/(• + ,)]• 
sin- ' z 

P•y 
• dp c 

where 

y = [-(o• + 1)2Pc 2 + 2(o• 2 + 1)Pc- (o•- 1)23 '/2 

and 

z = [(ix + 1)2p• -(a• + 1)]/(2ix) 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

The integral in (47) can be evaluated in series form as 

f/,' sin-'ZdP, (11) y'. • ' =--8 <z+ oo 
•-,)/(•+,)]2 PcY •2 + .o •,=o 

. (or2 • 1)2'+' (2n; 1) 1 ,50) (2n- 2k + 1) 2 

Using (47), (50), and (44) in (37) gives the conditional second 
moment 

Var[A•c• c ] 2•z+l-Y(•z) •z>l (51) ot > 1 •2(• + 1)'* - 
where 

y(oO = (or2 + 3)(3ot2 + 1) ((Z2-• - 1)(o•- 1)2 in (l•-ll) 3/t2(Z3(Ot + 1) 2 + 2•2• 4 • + 1 

8(•- 1) 2 • •0( • ) 2nl - •2•2(•2 + 1) .= n •2 + 1 

. (2n; 1) 1 ,52, (2n- 2k + 1) 2 

To complete the variance for • < 1, we reverse the sub- 
scripts of r in the dimensional form of (51) and (52) to get, 
upon renormalization, 

] (53) VarkA, • <1 =(l+•)•- 
Equations (51), (52), and (53) are plotted in Figure 5 along 

with the expectation, and the results are very interesting hy- 
drologically. Note in Figure 5 how important the relative scale 
A,/A s is in determining the average fraction of the catchment 
involved in hydrologic response to a single sto•. For frontal 
disturbances in a GCM grid, for example, A,/As = 10 -• 
(Figure 2), and E[As,/A,] = 0.56. The same conditions obtain 
for squall lines over a moderate-sized catchment (say 103 
km2). 

Looking at the Vat [A•/A,] in Figure 5, we find a critical 
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scale ratio Ac/As = 10 -x (i.e., g = 0.32) at which the variance 
is amplified. That this peak must occur for some intermediate 
Ac/As follows from limiting considerations. The variance of 
Asc/Ac must approach zero when the catchment is very much 
larger than the storm, for then the wetted area is always a 
negligible fraction. Similarly, the variance must vanish when 
the storm is very much larger than the catchment because 
then (remember a storm means Asc > 0) essentially the entire 
catchment is always wetted. 

The "resonant" peak in variance for intermediate values of 
Ac/As has particular significance for the theory of extreme 
floods. It implies that there is a critical catchment size in a 
given climate (i.e., predominant storm size) for which the vari- 
ance in catchment storm area contributes most heavily to the 
variance in runoff. The coefficient of variation of Asc/Ac is also 
plotted in Figure 5 and peaks at near unity for As -- Ac. 

Comparison of the circle-on-circle values from Table 1 with 
the variance curve of Figure 5 shows a larger variance when 
the storm centers are Poisson-distributed (Table 1) than when 
they are uniformly distributed (Figure 5). Circle-on-square 
variances are slightly smaller than circle-on-circle variances 
(Table 1). 

PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION OF STORM AREA 

Lovejoy [1982] found that tropical rain and cloud areas are 
fractals with dimension D- 1.35 over the range 1 km2< 
A s < 10 6 km 2. Kordak [1938] found empirically that the areas 
of islands obey a hyperbolic probability distribution 

P0[A0 > z] = Bz -c (54) 

and Mandelbrot [1977, p. 69] showed that fractal islands have 
the same distribution with C- D/2. Such "fat-tailed" distri- 
butions are characterized by infinite mean and variance. 

For analytical convenience we have chosen to represent the 
storms by circles which are two dimensional and hence not 
fractals. Nevertheless,. we wish our storm areas to have the 
probability distribution observed in nature. Accordingly, we 
constrain the range of sizes in order to assure finite moments 
and adapt the above results for circles to obtain [Eagleson, 
1984] 

f (rs) = D(8/;r)a/2rs - • - • (8/•z) x/2 <_ rs _< (Asm/•) 1/2 (55) 

where 8 and Asm are the minimum and maximum storm areas, 
respectively. 

MOMENTS OF CATCHMENT STORM AREA 

We will now use the above pdf of storm radius to remove 
the conditioning of the moments of As½ upon the value of r s. 

Expectation 

The marginal expectation is calculated by the weighting 

E[Asc I rc] -- EEAsc ] = ! EEAsc Itc, rs]f (rs) dr s (56) 

Using (44), this becomes 

EFAscq = D (rc + rs) 2 drs (57) 
For analytical evaluation of (57) we break the integral into 

four pieces 

(A,r/•)t/2 •zD- 1 = (i -q-' Ac < (58) d(A½lA,m) tl 2 

(1 +/1) 2 
where fi = l/s, as defined in (35). 

and 

A (ED- 1 h= (i _7.3 c/Asm) 112 

(Asm/Ac)112 • 1 -- D I 4 = 

This gives 

E[Asc /Ac] = D(Ac /8)-D/2Ii 

E[As½/A½] = D(Ac/8)-D/2112 + 13] 

E[Asc/Ac] = a(Ac/8)-a/2I½ 

Ac>_8 

Ac _< Asm 

A c > Asm 

Ac <8 

8 _< A c <_ Asm 

A c > Asm 

(59) 

(60) 

(61) 

(62) 

in which the integrals are evaluated through binomial ex- 
pansion as 

ll = • (--1) "-x n 
.= x (n- 1 + D) 

(63) 

12 = Y', (-1) "-x n 1 -- (64) 
(n + 1 - D) 

13= •(-1) "-x 
n 

(n- 1 + D) 

- (n - 1 + D)/2 -1 

I½ = • (-- 1) 
n 

(n + 1 - D) 

ß - 1 (66) 

Equation (62) is plotted in Figure 6 for D- 1.35 using (63)- 
(66). 

The parameter Asm/8 of Figure 6 represents the spread of 
size in the population of storms in the given climate. For 
Asm/8 = 1 the pdf of storm size reduces to a unit impulse at 
As = Asm = 8, and the storm size is not a random variable. The 
curve for Asm/8 = 1 is thus identical with the conditional ex- 
pectation presented earlier in Figure 5. As we let Asm > 8, we 
see the effect of weighting the conditional expectation by the 
assumed hyperbolic pdf of As. Initially (i.e., Asm/8 = 10), for 
large storms and small catchments (i.e., Ac/8 << 1) a broaden- 
ing of the storm spectrum will introduce some smaller storms 
and thus will lower the expectation of Asc from its limiting 
value of unity. Again initially (i.e., Asm/8 = 10), but for small 
storms and large catchments (i.e. Ac/8 >> 1) a broadening of 
the storm spectrum will introduce some larger storms and 
thus will raise the expectation of Asc from its limiting value of 
zero. As Asm/8 gets very large, however, the marginal expecta- 
tion of Asc becomes independent of Asm/8 and is larger than 
the conditional value at all Ac/8. 
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Fig. 6. Expected value of the relative catchmcnt storm area. 

Variance 

The marginal variance is calculated by the weighting 

Var IAsc I rc] -- Var IAsc ] 

• I (Asm/•)l/2 - Var [Asc Jr c, rs]f (rs) dr s 

Using (54) this becomes 

= •D Var • d• 

Breaking the integrand into four parts 

Fc,, I• = •-• Var LAc • < 1 d• A c < s d(Ac/Asm)•/2 

I6 = fi-{• +D) Var 
L Ac 

I, = •z ø-' Var IAsc 
L Ac 

and 

•z > 1 dfi Ac > • 

•z < 1 ] d•z A c _< 

18 = fi-{• +D) Var L Ac (72) 
As m 

and 

This gives 

D-•(Ac/œ) D/2 Var [Asc/Ac] = I s A c < s 

D-X(Ac/s) D/2 Var [Asc/Ac] = 16 + 17 • _< A c _< Asm (73) 

D-•(Ac/8) D/2 Var [Asc/Ac] = I8 Ac > Asm 

The conditional variances of (69)-(72) are given by (50) and 
(52), and their exact integration is cumbersome at best. We 
will settle for their approximation by the more easily integra- 
ble polynomials 

Var L Ac •z -• • ai• i 10-2 • • < 1 (74) i=0 

Var LAc i 7 •z -• b o -Jr' E b i • i + 4 
i=1 

where 
(67) 

ao = -0.0010154478 

a•- 1.4397069216 

a 2 -- -- 5.8425507545 
(68) 

a3 = 13.1218589544 

a4 = -19.4853985310 

as = 18.5074794292 
(69) 

a 6 -- -- 10.0027712584 

(70) a7 = 2.3152309954 

(71) 

1_<•<10 

b0 = 0.0000004385 

b• = 1.3567479700 

b2 = -4.9889183044 

b3 = 9.4151695967 

b4 = -11.1284917593 

bs = 8.2469664812 

b6 = -3.4935194552 

b7 = 0.6444504783 

(75) 

(76) 

(77) 

Ac 
10-'* <--< 1 

bo[(•)D/2 ] • 1 bi 16 --'• -1 + (i + 4-- D) i= 

1- 1 _<- < 102 (78) 
œ 

:,=o a, [l_(?)-('+a'/2(•)('+a'/a 1 17 • (i + D) (79) 

• (zd•c•/(•sm• •o- < \•-//\•-/ < • 

• a, (_._•)(,+ a)/2 [ (?)-(,+a)/2] Is = (i + D) 1- i=0 

The approximations (equations (74) and (75)) are compared 
with the exact equations (52) and (50), respectively, by the 
plotted points in Figure 5 using (76). The agreement is within 
0.2% over the range 10 -'• _< Ac/A s _< 102. 

The integrals can now be evaluated to obtain 
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Fig. 7. Variance of the relative catchment storm area. 

+ • (i+4-D) i= 

(80) 

Equation (73) is plotted in Figure 7 for D = 1.35 using (77)- 
(80). In Figure 7 we see that the effect of weighting the con- 
ditional variance (i.e., A_sm/8 = 1) by a storm spectrum of in- 
creasing width is to shift the peak to somewhat larger values 
of Ac/8. Once again, a limiting variance is approached for 
large A_sm/t• at which the marginal variance of Asc becomes 
independent of Asc. 

The marginal coefficient of variation of Asc/Ac is shown in 
Figure 8 again for D - 1.35. In Figure 8 we see that the reso- 
nant value of Ac/e increases with As,n/e, as does the resonant 
peak in CV[Asc/Ac]. To reach the peak for A_sm/8 = 10 3, it was 
necessary to exceed the range of (75). This was done using a 
third polynomial approximation 

VarLAc •z _• • cil? i+• 10_<•<103 (81) i=l 
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Fig. 8. Coefficient of variation of the relative catchment storm area. 
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where 

-0.0000003718 

C 2 '-- 0.0000464831 

c3 = -0.0027903169 

c,• = 1.5035021156 (82) 

c s - -6.9985353947 

c6 = 22.0687894821 

c7 = -42.5362448692 

Let the integrand of (72) be I o and remember that the con- 
ditional variance included therein is given by (75). We will 
now introduce Io* to represent the same integrand with the 
variance given instead by (81). We then define the additional 
integrals 

(Asm/Ac)l/2 19 = I o* dfl 10% _> A c > 102Asa (83) 
•}(e/A½)I/2 

12o = Io* dlt 102t• _< A c '< Asm (84) 
.1 

122 = Io* dlt 102t• _< A c < Asm (85) 
/At)l/2 

(Asm/Ac)l/2 I•2 = Io* dlt 102e _< A½ _< 102Asm (86) 
dO.1 

123 = Io* di• 102e _< A c _< 102Asm (87) 
/At)l/2 

whereupon the marginal variance may be written 

For A`: /Asm g 1 

D-2(Ac/tOD/2 Var [As/A`: ] = I s 10 -½ < A`:/e < 1 

D-2(A`:/e) D/2 Var [As`:/A`:] = 16 + 17 1 < Ac/e < 102 (88) 

D-X(A`:/e) m2 Var [As`:/A`:] = 17 + I•o + 122 102 _< Ac/e 

For 10 2 _> A`:/Asa > 1 

D-•(Ac/e) •>/2 Var [As`:/A`:] = 18 1 _< Ac/e < 10 2 
(89) 

D-2(Ac/tO •)/2 Var [As`:/A`:] = I•2 + I23 102 --< Ac/t• 

For 106 > A`:/Asm > 102 

D-2(A`:/e) z'/2 Var [As/A`:] = I9 102 _< A`:/e (90) 

In practical terms, Figure 8 shows how a large catchment in 
a climate having a broad range of storm sizes can produce 
extreme amplification of the coefficient of variation of storm 
runoff for purely geometrical reasons. We believe that this 
phenomenon is described here quantitatively for the first time 
and should be helpful in improving theoretical description of 
the frequency of extreme floods. 

The catchment storm area As,: has been represented by the 
common area of two overlapping circles, and the first two 
moments of the area have been calculated from geometrical 
considerations conditional upon values of the catchment and 
storm size. For catchment/storm scale ratios of practical im- 
portance the wetted catchment fraction As`:/A`: has a mean 
value much less than one, emphasizing the danger of invoking 
one dimensionality in hydrology. The variance of As`: peaks 

when the catchment size and predominant storm size are 
"tuned" at A`:/As = 1, indicating the important contribution 
that variable catchment storm area can make to the total 

uncertainty in storm runoff under certain scale relationships. 
Said another way, there appears to be a critical size of catch- 
ment in a given climate for which the variance of streamflow 
will be amplified due to the uncertainty in the wetted area. 
These results may be useful in removing the one-dimensional 
assumption from many practices of catchment scale hydrolo- 
gY. 

Assigning the storm areas As a pdf which is consistent with 
observations, the marginal expectation, variance, and coef- 
ficient of variation of As are derived. This shows how a large 
catchment in a climate having a wide range of storm sizes will 
experience a great amplification in the coefficient of variation 
of storm runoff for purely geometrical reasons. 

NOTATION 

A`: area of catchment, km 2. 
Ao area of fractal island, km 2. 
As area of storm, km 2. 

As`: area of storm within catchment ("catchment 
storm area"), km 2. 

Asa maximum storm area, km 2. 
a i coefficients of variance expansions. 
B coefficient. 

b common chord of storm and catchment sectors, 
km. 

bi coefficients of variance expansions. 
C parameter of distribution. 
c• coefficients of variance expansion. 
D fractal dimension. 

I• integrals. 
i integer counting variable. 
k integer counting variable. 
n integer counting variable. 
r distance of storm center from catchment 

center, km. 
r`: radius of catchment, km. 
r s radius of storm, km. 
X probability function. 
Y variance function. 

y probability function. 
z value of fractal island area, km 2. 
• catchment/storm scale ratio, r`:/r s. 
fl storm/catchment scale ratio, rs/r`:. 
e minimum storm area, km 2. 

Oc catchment sector angle, rad. 
0s storm sector angle, rad. 
ß probability function. 

ro dimensionless catchment storm area. 

CV[ ] coefficient of variation of[ ]. 
E[ ] expectation of[ ]. 
f( ) probability density function (i.e., pdt) 

of(). 
0( ) function of(). 

P[ ] marginal exceedance probability of catch- 
ment storm area. 

] 

] 

Var [ ] 

conditional exceedance probability of 
catchment storm area. 

exceedance probability of fractal island 
area. 

variance of [ ]. 
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